
stars such as Kang Full, Kang Do-ha, and Jo Seok. The following
is a look at the major trends that have driven Korean webtoons
for the past decade, and their potential as one of the most exciting
narrative art forms of the 21st century.

Webtoons as a Diary

Around the year 1998 online comics began cropping up on the
web, before the name webtoons had become common parlance.
The artists were often not professional comic book artists but
illustrators or graphic designers posting diary-like comic strips
on their personal blogs or websites. Some of these amateur
artists gained an immense following, scoring book deals and
product lines like character toys and stationery. Kwon Yoonjoo's
Snowcat, Jeong Chul-ycon's Marine Blues, Jung Oo-yols Old
Dog and Nanda's Acoustic Life were early webtoons from this era,
pioneering the diary style that still dominates webtoons today.

One of the earliest webtoons, and one of the most popular
characters to this day, is the Snowcat series created by Kwon
Yoonjoo. Snowcat is the artist's avatar, a cat character that enjoys
a solitary life outside the in-crowds or the rigid hierarchy of the
workplace, as evinced in the title of the first volume of the series,
Snowcat: Playing Alone. This is the confessional of an introvert,
about a character that actually enjoys spending time alone and is
perfectly happy to be unmarried. Snowcat just wants to run away
from the withering gaze of suit-clad job interviewers, and from
parents that constantly nag Snowcat to get a job. What's wrong
about staying at home all the time, watching reruns and pretending
to be characters from "The X-files"? Snowcar's overwhelming
apathy is encapsulated in a word coined by the artist, "gwichanism,"
a combination of the Korean word for listlessness and the suffix-
ism that quickly entered the zeitgeist of the young generation.

1. Snowcat - Playing Alone
Kwon Yoonjoo. The Open Books Co.
2009, IISp, ISBN 9788932908632

2. The One! And Only! jilpoong Advertising! (5 vals.)
Mollaginsaeng, Woongjin ThinkBig Co., Ltd.
2012, 332p, ISBN 9788901134758 (VoU)
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